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► MetaCleaner Torrent Download is a free application that allows you to clean your pictures from metadata such as: ►
Copyright, Author, Source, Format, Creation Date, etc. ► Resolution, Color Space, Comments, Geo Location, Exposure, etc. ►
Copyright Text, Author, Source, Notes, etc. ► Copyright Privacy, Image Width, Image Height, Exif Data, etc. ► Optical Zoom,
Focal Length, ISOSpeed, Zoom, etc. This simple and lightweight application helps you to remove metadata from your pictures
in seconds, without having to deal with complicated programs and settings. MetaCleaner Screenshots: MetaCleaner - Launch

MetaCleaner - Help Menu MetaCleaner - Settings MetaCleaner - Copyright Text MetaCleaner - Copyright Privacy MetaCleaner
- Image Width MetaCleaner - Image Height MetaCleaner - Exif Data MetaCleaner - Geolocation MetaCleaner - Geo Lat

MetaCleaner - Geo Lng MetaCleaner - Zoom MetaCleaner - Optic Zoom MetaCleaner - Focal Length MetaCleaner - ISOSpeed
MetaCleaner - Image View MetaCleaner - Image Effects MetaCleaner - Version MetaCleaner - Additional MetaCleaner - Test
MetaCleaner - Remarks MetaCleaner - Cleaning MetaCleaner - Clear MetaCleaner - Advanced Options MetaCleaner - Settings

MetaCleaner - Copyright Text MetaCleaner - Copyright Privacy MetaCleaner - Notes MetaCleaner - Copyright Year
MetaCleaner - Notes Text MetaCleaner - Author MetaCleaner - Source MetaCleaner - Resolutions MetaCleaner - Color Spaces
MetaCleaner - Comments MetaCleaner - Format MetaCleaner - Geolocation MetaCleaner - Format Comments MetaCleaner -

Exif Data MetaCleaner - Creation Date MetaCleaner - Crop MetaCleaner - Toning MetaCleaner - Toning Comments
MetaCleaner - Geo Location Comments MetaCleaner - Resolution Comments MetaCleaner - Color Space Comments

MetaCleaner - Comments MetaCleaner - Toning Comments MetaCleaner - Crop Comments MetaCleaner - Notes MetaCleaner
- Digital Zoom MetaCleaner - Exposure MetaCleaner - Digital Zoom Comments MetaCleaner - Exposure Comments
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MetaCleaner 2022 Crack is an easy-to-use, free utility for removing unnecessary image metadata, allowing you to keep your
photos smaller and your backup space smaller. Please note that to unlock the first options, you need to purchase the full version

of the application. If you need to support Ad-Free experience, you can disable all ads with the Ad-Free mode by default. To
disable them completely, go to Options > Settings. Description of the PRO version: Gain access to additional features such as
free PDF conversion, perfect photo backup on the cloud, options to disable all ads, option to compress photos automatically.
Important: The PRO version is completely ad-free. You will be able to view the site without ads. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee that we can support all browsers. There is a list of the browser we support in the FAQ. IMPORTANT: You can

remove all ads with the Ad-Free mode by default. To disable them completely, go to Options > Settings. Clipdia / Clipboard
Agent Software / Clipdia X is the best clip agent on the market, and we have it at the lowest price anywhere online. Clipdia is a
fast, easy to use application that allows you to attach files to emails using the contents of your clipboard. Clipdia can work with
MS Windows and Mac OS X. It's freeware and available to download for free. Take a look at our Clipdia X review for all the

details. How does it work? Clipdia clips the text from your clipboard and attaches it to your email. Clipdia X is a powerful, high
performance Clipdia with new functionality and a clean UI Clipdia X will not attach files from the applications you are using, so

you need to do it manually, in the settings. Clipdia X includes more features than any other clip agent on the market: * An
Attachments Library allows you to keep track of all files attached to your emails * An advanced search feature allows you to
search through the attached files and find the one you want * An unlimited number of Clipdia Clips can be attached to your
email, this allows you to attach a lot of files to your email in a few easy steps * A built-in Attachments Library allows you to

keep track of all files attached to your emails * You can choose where the files are saved: 77a5ca646e
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MetaCleaner is a straightforward and lightweight application developed to make it as easy as possible for users to remove
hidden metadata from pictures. In today’s world, a lot of our daily devices have built-in cameras, making it very easy to take
pictures whenever we please. However, since most of these devices also have location tracking capabilities, it’s no wonder that
pictures can become a lot bulkier because of all the metadata. This is where MetaCleaner comes into play, as it provides users
with a simple way of wiping clean the metadata associated with modern pictures and, ultimately, reduce their size massively.
Easy to get started and to work with Getting started with MetaCleaner is as easy as one can imagine: users simply have to
download the archive, unzip it, and run the application via its executable file, no extra hassle required. Then, users can load one
or multiple pictures, and benefit from all the extra features the app provides them with. For example, MetaCleaner allows users
to add copyright texts, adjust the output quality, the final size. It’s worth noting that users are provided with the option of
choosing the level of transparency and the position for the copyright text. In addition, users can also choose to add various texts
to the output file names, as well as use the app’s basic image effect processor. Get rid of useless metadata from your images
with just a few clicks Once all the settings are in place, the pictures can be processed in bulk. However, before that, the app will
prompt users to select an output folder. All in all, it may not be the most stylish tool of this type, but MetaCleaner works exactly
as intended. It’s very easy to use, it's free, requires no installation or extra configurations, and it’s extremely lightweight, making
it perfect for photographers who are always on the go, as it can be easily stored almost anywhere in the online medium,
including in one’s email. This program aims to eliminate the so called "metadata", or information added to a digital image that is
not actually part of the image itself, but is associated with it by a digital camera or software. This program is a video analysis
application which is able to extract and detect titles, captions, keywords, etc. from a given video file. It includes many powerful
features to identify metadata from a number of different sources. This free software is an application used to

What's New in the?

• Remove hidden, unneeded information from the photos • Easy to use • Compatible with both Mac and Windows • Support all
popular image formats MetaCleaner Description MetaCleaner is an application that allows you to get rid of unwanted hidden
metadata from photos. No, it is not a special camera lens that can remove unwanted details from images but a simple utility that
was developed by a guy in Serbia. The tool is both free and it is extremely easy to use. Once you have the latest version of the
app downloaded on your hard drive you only need to extract it. Now the real fun begins! Just click on the extracted file and it
will run automatically and your images will start to disappear. The more you use the program the more it will help you. After all,
it is free of cost, so why not? Once you have used the tool you will understand how the process works. A simple click of the
‘OK’ button and your pictures will have no additional information and can be transferred to your computer to be edited. The
application supports all popular image formats. It is developed for both Mac and Windows. It is portable and simple to use and
since it is free of cost you can download the tool any time. It does not require installation or special configuration. All you have
to do is to extract the download file from the website and run it. Once you have finished, your photos will become cleaner and
you will have a chance to edit them any way you want. The tool has a lot of options and you can personalize your photos the way
you want to. Take your time and enjoy the experience. Now you can send your pics to your friends without any extra
information and without compromising on your quality. This tool is not a secret and not a magic gun that will remove unwanted
information from your photos. In other words, it is not a hidden camera that you need to buy. It is an essential tool that allows
you to do something you do every day and that is to take a picture. MetaCleaner Description: MetaCleaner is an application that
allows you to get rid of unwanted hidden metadata from photos. No, it is not a special camera lens that can remove unwanted
details from images but a simple utility that was developed by a guy in Serbia. The tool is both free and it is extremely easy to
use. Once you have the latest version of the app downloaded on your hard drive you only need to extract it. Now the real fun
begins! Just click on the extracted file and it will run automatically and your images will start to disappear. The more you use
the program the more it will help you. After all, it is free of cost, so why not? Once you have used the tool you will understand
how the process works. A simple click of the ‘OK’ button and your pictures will have no additional information and can be
transferred
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows 7 Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows 7 CPU: 2.0 GHz Pentium III,
AMD Duron 2.0 GHz Pentium III, AMD Duron RAM: 1.5 GB RAM 1.5 GB RAM Hard Disk: 1 GB of free disk space 1 GB of
free disk space DirectX: Version 9.0c Version 9.0c Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible sound card with support for DirectSound
DirectX 9 compatible sound card with support
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